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of these can produce what they were meant to be; and which
leaves tis neither sleep nor rest, till in one way or another, with-
out us or on us, that same have been produced. You, my dear
niece, have, it may be, chosen the better part: you have striven
to bring your moral being, your earnest lovely nature into accord-
ance with itself and with the Highest: but neither ought we to
be blamed, when we strive to get acquainted with the sentient
man in all his comprehensiveness, and to bring about an active
harmony among his powers/'
By such discoursing, we in time grew more familiar; and I
begged of him to speak with me as with himself, omitting everv
sort of condescension. " Do not think," replied my uncle, "that
I flatter you, when I commend your mode of thinking and acting.
I reverence the individual who -understands distinctly what it is
he wishes; who unweariedly advances, who knows the means con-
ducive to his object, and can seize and use them. How far his
object may be great or little, may merit praise or censure, is the
next consideration with me. Believe me, love, most part of all
the misery and mischief, of all that is denominated evil, in the
world, arises from the fact that men are too remiss to get a
proper knowledge of their aims, and when they do know them, to
work intensely in attaining them. They seem to me like people
who have taken up a notion, that they must and will erect a
tower, and who yet expend on the foundation not more stones
and labour than would be sufficient for a hut. If you, my friend,
whose highest want it was to perfect and unfold your moral na-
ture, iad, instead of those bold and noble sacrifices, merely trim-
mecypetween your duties to yourself and to your family, your
bri<H|room, or perhaps your husband, you must have lived in con-
staracontradiction with your feelings, and never could have had
a peaceful moment."
/< You employ the word sacrifice," I answered here; " and I
Jaya^gften thought that to a higher purpose, as to a divinity, we
%ffer tip, by way of sacrifice, a thing of smaller value; feeling like
persons who should willingly and gladly bring a fevourite lamb to
altar for the health of a beloved father."
|" Whatever it may be," said he, " reason or feeling, that com-
mands us to give up the one thing for the other, to choose the
one before the other, decision and perseverance are, in my opinion,
the noblest qualities of man. You cannot have the ware and the
money both at once: and he who always hankers for the ware

